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1. Introduction. Let F be a definite quadratic space of dimension four
over the field of rational numbers Q. If the discriminant A(V) is square,
then the number of classes of maximal integral lattices can be computed
by means of the formulas given by the author in [6] and [7]. The purpose
of this note is to announce analogous class number formulas for the case
where A(V) is not square, Vp is isotropic for each finite prime p, and the
norm of the fundamental unit of K = Q{(A{V))1/2) is - 1 .
Let 501 denote the genus of maximal integral lattices of V, 3 the idealcomplex containing 501. Let A denote the discriminant of 501. Then 3 can
also be described as the set of all maximal lattices having reduced determinant A [1, p. 87]. The formulas we present here are for the number of
(proper) similitude classes in 3. We denote this class number by H. The
number of classes in 501 will be denoted by H0. The idealcomplex 3 decomposes into g + similitude genera, where g + = the number of strict genera of
K [5, p. 338]. The similitude genus containing 501 has H0 similitude classes.
It follows that H0 ^ H. Equality holds if and only if K has prime discriminant, since g + = 1 in that case (cf. Corollary below).
2. Preliminaries. Let Cy denote the second Clifford algebra of V. Then
Cv = WK = 91 ®Q X, where 91 is a definite quaternion algebra over Q.
Let a i-> a* be the canonical involution of 9tK and N : 9lK -• K the (reduced)
norm mapping. The conjugation x H> 3C of K can be extended to a Qautomorphism a R> â of 9lK so that 9Ï is its ring offixedelements. Let W be
the set of all a in 9IK such that a = â*. Then W is a four-dimensional Qsubspace of 9l x and the restriction of N to W takes values in Q. In this way
W may be regarded as a quadratic space over Q. We assume, without loss
of generality, that V is positive definite. Then V is isometric to W. In particular, the condition that Vp is isotropic for every finite prime p is equivalent to the condition that 91 splits at every finite prime which splits in K.
From this it follows, by a straightforward computation of local discriminants, that
(1)

A = AK(Pl

•••Pe)2,

where AK is the discriminant of K and pl9...,

pe are all the nonsplit finite
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primes of 91 which remain prime in K. We put S =

595

p1--pe.

3. Statement of results. Let D denote the square-free kernel of AK. For
any positive integer m let A(m) denote the number of primes dividing m;
let h( — m) denote the class number of the imaginary quadratic extension
Q((-m) 1/2 ). Denote the Minkowski-Siegel weight of 3 by M(3).
THEOREM 1. Suppose that V satisfies the conditions stated in the Introduction. IfD is odd and A > 5, then

H = M(3) + cJi(-D) + c3fc(-3D)

(2)

2-w>-«"Oh(-nd)h(- nD/d),

+ I
n\ô,d\D

nd > 3, d < D112 and
if 2*0,

c

l ~ 8
_ 3
~ 16

C3=

if2}ô,

i ifWÔ,

5
6"
1
— 3

1fW,D = 1 (mod 8),

=

if3\S,D = 5 (mod 8),

and if D = 1 (mod 8),
a{m) = — 2 i/m = 3 (mod 8),
= 0

if m == 7 (mod 8),

= 2

ifm = 1 (mod 4),

vvfriZe if D = 5 (mod 8),
<r(m) = 0 ifm = 3 (mod 4),
= 2 i/m == 2(mod4),
= 2 i / m = 1 (mod 4), 2^(5,
= 3 i/mss l(mod4),2|<5.
Furthermore,
(3)

M(3)

EU(p 2 + D
+2

3-2« ((§)-4)

(D-D/2

Z am
L m=l

where {%) is the Kronecker symbol
REMARK.

Since the fundamental unit of K has norm equal to - 1 , every
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[May

prime divisor of D is congruent to 1 (mod 4). Hence D itself must be congruent to 1 (mod 4).
COROLLARY.

,4,
(4)

Suppose that A = p, a prime greater than 5. Then

H
II ^ V 2 Ù m
# < > - # - 12((|) - 4)

, h{-p)
—T

+

, '(-3p)—6~

+

REMARKS. 1. If A = p, a prime, then (1) implies AK = p. In this case it is
well known that the norm of the fundamental unit of K is — 1.
2. Tamagawa has shown, under the assumption of the Corollary, that
H s= /I(2I K )//I(K), where ft(9IK) *s the ideal class number of 3lK and ft(K)
is the ideal class number of K. Combining this with Peters' formula for
h{yiK) [5, p. 363], we obtain another proof of (4).
3, In the classical terminology, (4) is a formula for the number of classes
of integral quaternary forms of discriminant p.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that V satisfies the conditions stated in the Introduction. If D is even, then

H = Af (3) + ffc(-ö) + c2h(-D/2) + c3h(-3D)
+

cnd2-m-°ind)h(-nd)h(-nD/dl

I
n\â,d\D

where nd > 3, d < D112 and
c2=
__
—
C

3

0 »ƒ D = 2,
3 ifD $ 2,
4

=

*
7

— T2

WW,
i/3|5,

and for m > 3,
cm = 5 ifm = 3 (mod 8),
= 1 ifm = 7 (mod 8),
= 3 ifm=l
<r(m) = 1

(mod 4),

ifm = 3 (mod 8),

= 0 */m = 7(mod8),
= 2 ifm=l

(mod 4).

Furthermore,
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M(3) = n y ( 2 C t 1}[ jçjffi (D + ((" D(m"1)/2 " W ] ifD * 2,
(6)

n<P 2

+

1

>rn"\

4. Outline of the proof. If V is regarded as the subspace of all elements
in SUKfixedby a h> â*, then the proper similitudes of Kare all the mappings
of the form /x h>rajuöë*, where r, a are invertible elements of 0,21*:,
respectively. Using this description of the group of proper similitudes, we
deduce that H = tô, the type number of all orders of level è in 9IX [2,
p. 130]. Denote the multiplicative groups of K, 2IK by K x , 2I£, respectively,
and their ideal groups by JK>JnK> respectively. Put G = 3l£/K*,GA
= J%JJK. Then GA acts transitively on the collection of orders of level ô
by conjugation. Fix an order Q of 2l x of level Ö and denote its isotropy
group under the action of GA by G^. Then we have
U = caxd(Gfi\GJG).
Proceeding as in [6], we regard tô as the trace of the convolution operator
ƒ *-* ifo * ƒ on L2(Gft\GA/G\ where F& is the characteristic function of G$.
We fix a representative s from each conjugacy class of G and denote the
centralizer of s in G by G(s). Applying the Selberg trace formula, we obtain
(7)
s

JGA/G(S)

f

where ij/s(g ) = F&{gsg *) for g in GA.
NOTATION. If a is an element of 2IX and x is an algebraic number, then
a ~ x will mean that a and x have the same minimal polynomial over K.
Making essential use of the conditions stated in the Introduction, we
can show that a complete set of representatives for the conjugacy classes
with nonzero contributions to (7) is given by {a mod K x }, where
(i) a - 1 ;
(ii) a ~ yj — 1, £, where Ç is a primitive cube root of unity;
(iii) a - 1 4- y/^1, v ^ if 2|A;
(iv) a - y ^ 3 , CV^3 if 3|A;
(v) a ~ «J—m if m|<5D.
The contribution of (i) is M (3), which is evaluated by means of Leopoldt's
formula for L(2, x), where /(m) = (AK/m) [4, p. 135]. The resulting expression is simplified as in [3, §6] to yield (3) and (6). The contribution of each
of the remaining a in (ii)—(v) is evaluated and found to be a simple rational
multiple of the relative class number of K(o) over K. The classical formula
of Bachmann for the class number of a bicyclic biquadratic imaginary
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extension of Q is then invoked to yield the final formulas.
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